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WHY WE NEED A CENSUS

• Used to allocate resources

• For planning investment & services

• To support policy development and evaluation

• Provides a 10 year benchmark for all social 
statistics

• Gives nationally consistent insights for small
areas and small population groups
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Census statistics underpin the annual population estimates produced by ONS. Census statistics are a key component in the allocation of £100bn+ of public sector funding every year. 

Also used by central and local government and by businesses to shape their service delivery and investment plans, eg where to build new schools, new stores, new hospitals, new houses etc

The statistics allow central government to develop/monitor equal opportunities policy, long term economic policy, skills policy & labour supply, ageing/pensions, deprivation/regeneration, transport planning etc.

The figures serve as a benchmark for other population and social statistics – eg denominator information for employment, health/mortality, crime, education statistics etc, grossing up sample survey results to population levels.

The only data source that provides such enormous socio-economic detail in a nationally consistent way for small areas and for small groups within the population. 
 



CHALLENGE & OPPORTUNITY 

Changes in society 
- Ageing  
- Increased migration 
- Complex family structures
- Increased mobility 
- Less compliance

Meeting the public’s expectations
- On line interaction 
- Ensuring data security 
and confidentiality
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A number of challenges for us in trying to achieve these aims. As well as learning from the  experiences in 2001, we have to deal effectively with the changes in society which will make collecting census data more complex than ever in 2011. 

An ageing population - ill health, disability, people living alone etc
 Recent migration - language barriers, people who don’t see relevance but use services!
 Changing family structures - children spending time between separated parents, unclear how/where to count 
 More mobile population – changing working patterns, living elsewhere for part of the week, 2nd homes
 Less compliant – e.g. falling response in voluntary surveys – need to work harder to encourage certain key groups to participate – e.g. young people, ethnic minority groups. 

And as in any census, we’ll need to provide special help and support for the people who will find this difficult e.g. to overcome language barriers, the homeless, people with eyesight difficulties, travellers etc.  

And we also have to match the public’s expectations and use technology to make the interaction easier, for example through an online option.

But we also have to meet a consistent and very reasonable expectation that we will keep all personal data secure and confidential. This is legal obligation on us and one that have taken very seriously for 200 years. 



SECURITY & CONFIDENTIALITY

• Security & confidentiality are top priorities for census

• 200 year track record of census security

• Confidentiality protected by law

• All census staff sign confidentiality declaration

• Census data does not leave UK

• Strict physical and IT security
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It’s essential that we have data security and confidentiality as our top priorities. The public have a right to expect this.

We use the data we collect purely for statistical purposes and we make sure that the published results do not allow the identification of any individual people. 

After 100 years, the personal data is made available and is used enthusiastically by family historians.

It is a criminal offence to disclose personal census data and everyone working on the census signs a confidentiality statement that acknowledges this.

No census data leaves the UK at any time and the processing sites will have strict security procedures in place.

To provide that added reassurance to the public we will be undertaking an independent security review



QUESTIONNAIRE 

• Front cover
• Includes internet access code
• Addressed to the householder

• Household questions
• 4 pages 

• Individual questions
• 4 pages of questions for each individual
• Space for 6 individuals included

• Visitor page to record visitors on census day



KEY INDIVIDUAL QUESTION 
CHANGES

• Migration (date of entry to UK, intention to stay)

• Second residences

• Languages

• National identity

• Citizenship

• New response categories of same sex civil 
partnership,  and step brother and sister

• Accommodation inc. number of bedrooms & type of central heating

• Questions not included: Income, sexual orientation, nature of disability
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Summary of the key individual questions that have changed – all in recognition of changes in society

Month  & Year of entry – to help us estimate the numbers of recent migrants and assess the needs of different communities
Intended length of stay – to help distinguish between short term and long term migration and to calibrate annual population figures
Citizenship – “which passports do you hold” – stems from increased migration and to meet a Govt policy need to assess eligibility for benefits, services and voting, to generally assess the needs of different communities and to meet a European requirement.
Second residences – to help produce better population estimates in areas where a lot of people live for only part of the week, or part of the year, as they still use local services for part of the time.
Languages – main language and proficiency in English, to help local service planners target efforts more effectively to overcome language barriers.   This is of course in addition to the Welsh language question that we’ve asked since 1891 of households in Wales
National Identity - Complements ethnic group question
Relationships
Accommodation: No of bedrooms added at request of DCLG who want to collect this as an additional measure of overcrowding
Type of central heating replaces simple yes/no question from 2001- looking at fuel poverty, deprivation, energy efficiency

Questions not included:
Income – 2007 Test showed a negative effect on overall response and a lot of people chose not to answer that particular question. Other new sources of income data since 2001 (eg Household Assets survey)
Sexual identity – Because the Census is compulsory and because it is a household form often filled in by one person, Census not thought to be a good vehicle. 
Some calls for  more detail on disability, but space constraints on the census questionnaire preclude this. Disability Survey underway and will provide better data.

Many other demands – e.g. voluntary work, no of jobs, place of birth, value of home and even pet ownership!




OPERATIONAL 
IMPROVEMENTS FROM 2001

• Much improved address register development

• Address checking before census day

• Post-out and post-back of questionnaires

• Online completion

• Targeted and 
flexible follow up of non response

• Increased capacity for handling queries 
Online and telephone help centres
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For the first time, the census aims to count both residents and visitors staying at an address on census day.
Questionnaire will be posted to addresses and householders can post them back using pre-paid envelope.
To achieve this, an accurate address register is vital.
Questionnaires can be completed online.
Each questionnaire carries a unique code enabling returns to be tracked. By having a flexible field force, follow-up effort can be targeted at specific geographical areas or communities where low return rates are identified.




IMPROVING RESPONSE RATES
• Special enumeration procedures for some 

population groups (rough sleepers, Gypsies…)
• Range of accessible support materials 
• Extensive language support in printed 

materials and telephone help centre
• Communication campaigns for ethnic minority 

groups and young people
• National and local engagement with community 

groups
• Support from local authorities using local 

expertise
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2001 saw a response rate of about 94%. 
However, there were some significant variations between some geographical areas and some sections of the community. 
By tracking the return of questionnaires, either by post or online, field staff can concentrate on following up non responding households.
With population groups that are known to be ‘hard to count’, field staff will deliver and collect questionnaires.
Communal establishments, such as care homes, hospitals, student halls and boarding schools, plus restricted access sites, such as prisons and military camps, will also be treated separately.
Information will be available in wide range of formats and languages. 



KEY CONTACTS

Your Census Area Manager: Brian Warwick

Tel: 07801 331364
Email:f106@census.gov.uk
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It’s essential that we have data security and confidentiality as our top priorities. The public have a right to expect this.

We use the data we collect purely for statistical purposes and we make sure that the published results do not allow the identification of any individual people. 

After 100 years, the personal data is made available and is used enthusiastically by family historians.

It is a criminal offence to disclose personal census data and everyone working on the census signs a confidentiality statement that acknowledges this.

No census data leaves the UK at any time and the processing sites will have strict security procedures in place.

To provide that added reassurance to the public we will be undertaking an independent security review
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